MANRESA ASSISTANSHIP

In awarding Manresa Assistantship, Saint Louis University-Madrid Campus seeks to encourage its diverse graduate student population to contribute to our academic community. Assistantships are awarded based on student background, experience and interests (as expressed in the Assistantship application) and on a competitive undergraduate GPA in the proposed area of graduate study, or in a related field of specialization.

The assistantship involves a 5-hour a week commitment, is only awarded during the Fall and Spring semesters on the Madrid Campus, has a 85 € per credit value and has a maximum value of 2,550 € to complete the program.

Possible assistantships include:

For the M.A. in English Program

**English Writing Center Assistantship**

Assistants in the English Writing Center work with undergraduate students on their writing assignments as part of the Saint Louis University – Madrid Campus writing program, helping student writers to assimilate strategies and techniques learned in their writing courses. They also help students with writing assignments across the curriculum.

For the M.A. in Spanish Program

**Spanish Tutoring Center Assistantship**

Assistants in the Spanish Tutoring Center work with undergraduate students on their Spanish language questions and concerns. They also visit the Spanish language classrooms to provide further assistance.

**Spanish M.A. Teaching Assistant**

Assistants work with a Spanish professor in one of the language classes, and gain valuable teaching experience.

For M.A. in English or M.A. in Spanish

**ESL Community Program Assistantship**

The ESL Community Program assistant helps the Program Director in communicating with people from the Madrid community who are interested in enrolling in the free English language classes offered by Saint Louis University in Madrid. The assistant also helps in preparing undergraduate students to teach in the Program, and ensures smooth running of the program once it is underway.

**Language Exchange Program Assistantship**

The Language Exchange assistant helps the Saint Louis University – Madrid Campus ESL Director in setting up and monitoring language exchanges between students of all language backgrounds (e.g. Spanish-English, Arabic-English, Chinese-Spanish, etc.).

**Departmental Research Assistantship**

Departmental research assistants help professors in carrying out tasks related to their research projects.